
PDL ANNOUNCES NEW ASSET TRACKING &
VEHICLE TRACKING SERVICES

Power inside GPS Tracking unit

PDL's own Fast and reliable software

Major improvements in GPS tracking
hardware, software and services

LONDON, U.K, September 5, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Private
Investigation company PDL has
launched its new improved asset and
vehicle tracking service this month. 

Following the long, diligent process of
acquiring and testing GPS tracking
devices and software from many
places worldwide including Russia and
China, PDL has sourced a GPS tracker
and accompanying software of
unparallelled quality. 

This relationship has seen PDL dealing
directly with the device manufacturer
and developing their own in-house
unrivalled software, meaning two
things - firstly greater quality and
operational control, and secondly more
cost-effective solutions for clients.

The tracking devices themselves are
robust, magnetic and covertly fitted to
the vehicle’s exterior. Instances of
issues such as trackers being damaged
or falling from vehicles are now
significantly reduced and very rare.

The accompanying software is fast and reliable. It provides an alert the instant the device is on
the move, and can accurately pinpoint its location at any time. In the rare event of any technical
issues, the software being developed in-house means that these issues can be rectified
immediately.

Peter Torley, owner and lead investigation consultant at PDL said “The quality, durability and
reliability of these devices and software far surpasses anything we’ve encountered previously, in
our 25 years in this business. Using these tools, our expert investigation personnel offer asset
and vehicle tracking services of the highest order.”

Ends

About PDL: PDL is a private detective agency operating throughout the UK and internationally.
PDL’s core strength is its expert investigation personnel from backgrounds including police,
military, government and legal.
Integrity, ethics and legality are without exception, PDL’s primary concern when assisting the
range of corporate and private clients they serve. PDL operate from bases in London, Edinburgh

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.privatedetective.london/vehicle-tracking/
https://www.privatedetective.london/vehicle-tracking/
https://www.privatedetective.london/private-investigator-edinburgh/


The quality, durability and
reliability of these devices
and software far surpasses
anything we’ve encountered
previously, in our 25 years in
this business”

Peter Torley

and Manchester

Find out more on PDL at:
https://www.privatedetective.london/

Peter Torley
Private Detective London
02037471865
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